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Pueblo, COLO. -The Pueblo Bulls are 
excited to announce the commitment 
Milan Breczko, a 2000-born forward from 
Klasterec and Ohri, Czech Rep. Breczko 
has committed to play at Rivier University, 
an incoming NCAA DIV III program 
coached by Eric Sorenson. 

Breczko was an immediate impact player 
for the Bulls, using his high-end speed, 
skill and strength to blow past defenders. 
In his two seasons in a Bulls uniform, 
Milan finished second all-time in Bulls 
points with 105, fourth in goals, hitting 41 
and second in assist with 64. Breczko 
was the second player in Bull history to hit 
the 100-point mark.  

“Being committed to playing NCAA hockey at Rivier University is an exciting and big 
step in my career,” said Breczko. “I want to say thank you to my family and the Bulls 
organization for all of their help and support. I wouldn’t have made it to this point without 
you!" 

“Rivier is getting a great player in, Milan,” said Bulls General Manager and Assistant 
Coach, David Nelson. “Milan brings all the tangibles you’re looking for in a player, 
incredible speed, skill and has a tremendous work ethic on and off the ice.”  

“We want to thank Milan for his time as a Pueblo Bull. He exemplified a Bulls mentality 
and leadership throughout his two seasons. We wish Milan great success in his next 
adventure and are looking forward to following his career moving forward!” added 
Coach Nelson. 

The Pueblo Bulls are a JR 'A' U20 hockey team that plays out of Pueblo, Colorado. The 
Bulls have been in existence since 2019 and are members of the USPHL Premier. In 
just their second season the Bulls were able to hit the 30-win mark and made it to the 
Mountain Conference Championship.  

The Bulls are a professionally run organization that is focused on winning a National 
Championship, developing young men into good citizens, and moving players on to JR 
'A' Tier II, NCAA college hockey, ACHA DIV I, as well as Professional hockey. The Bulls 
have built a winning tradition and play in front of the best fans in junior hockey.  
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Players interested in playing for the Pueblo Bulls next season or beyond can visit their 
website at www.pueblobullshockey.com or reach out to Head Coach Chris Wilhite 
at cwilhite@pueblobullshockey.com. 
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